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The sequence began in 1977, when he decided to work on a surface that he hadnt used before. The
result was a stack of silver painted canvases, which he knew he couldnt keep. They were at once the
perfect end of one phase, in which he lived, worked and produced, and the beginning of a new set of
works in which he tried new techniques. This was what, he said, was happening with his paintings.

And as in everything else in his life, he was optimistic. But this optimism is qualified by knowing of its
ability to blind us to the realities of the world around us. In his process he was developing a way of
painting that would enable him to use the space not only of the canvas but also the wall behind it.

Diamant The final step was to add the light. Kandinsky knew that the light you saw in real life came
from reflections, but he set about doing something quite different. In his paintings, he experimented
with printing, where the image and reverse image of a negative are imprinted on to paper, and early
pictorial photography with its negative/positive film. The final step was to project his painting onto a
screen, as he had done for so many years. But he was working with a completely different medium. I

wasnt working with paint, water, pigment, oil or light. I wasnt working with tone or colour. I was
working with lines, which are a form of energy that finds its way into the space as well as the

surface. The lines were cutting across each other and these slight movements were resulting in that
light. At the end of the day, it was my hands that did all the work. Kandinsky called it a spontaneous,

intuitive process. But theres also the work of Michelangelo, who wasnt as precise as Diamant but
who was just as enthralled by light and the movement of the clouds.
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DIAMANT-Film Restoration Suite is a complete set of software tools for the digital restoration of film
for professional film and video postproduction. The DIAMANT-FilmRestoration Suite includes four

applications: DIAMANT-FilmRestoration;DIAMANT-Film RestorationDVS Clipster;DIAMANT-
FilmRestorationDVS Pronto. The DIAMANT-FilmRestoration Suite consists of several software

components for various aspects of a restoration project. These components allow you to organize the
restoration effort, define jobs, manage real-time viewing, batch rendering and generation of reports.
In addition, a fully integrated Annotator is built into the DIAMANT-FilmRestoration suite which allows

for preparation, estimation, and documentation of all steps in the restoration process. Easy
automation of common restoration tasks and unattended processing on a workstation or render farm
can be scheduled using the Diamant Batch Renderer which allows multiple projects to automatically
run in the background and with its resolution-independent processing (SD, HD, 2K, 4K, 6K, 8K or any
format in between) and at 8, 10, 12, or 16-bit color depth in lin or log formats Diamant can handle

any restoration workflow. DIAMANT-FilmRestorationDVS Clipster is our high-performance, robust and
easy-to-use tool for footage from the digital cinema workflow. You are able to completely re-shape

the clips with a minimum of mouse clicks and drag and drop activities by using the Clipster’s
intuitive and user-friendly interface. Its batch feature and the possibility to integrate it as a render

queue into the Diamant-FilmRestoration Suite allow the users to run one or multiple projects without
restarting the Diamant-FilmRestoration software. It is almost as easy to operate as operating a

queue of CGI animations. 5ec8ef588b
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